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kind of slows.them down at first and it takes them a little while to

catch up. And so just gradually, finally they just drop out;. Do you

" think some of that has anything to. do with it? I mean, the •clothes

and the spending money and things like that?)

In some cases, I imagine it does. But I believe that mostly comes

from families that a child has been growing up, hasn't been taught

to appreciate what he has.

(Uh-huh.) ' . ^

Because I know we were, we're hard up. We're not,,rich or anything

like that. Two of my girls have gone through high school and everything.
\

They didn't have the clothes that the other children had. And didn't have

the money that the other children had. But I have "talked to them and

told them that it wasn't the clotties that counted, it's what they

made of themselves that really counted in the long run. So they went

through. But I think that's according to how the child is raised in

the family. n.

(I think a lot of it then goes then back to the home life.)

Uh-huh. Yeah, it does.

(Well, now,vyour girls graduated from Sequoyah.)

Uh-huh. They went to the same school that I had gone to.

(Yeah. Kind of a family school. Well, thank-you very much for the

interview this afternoon. Perhaps later I can talk to you again some

t ime. Thank-you.)

END OF SIDE A

SIDE B

HERB MEDICINE - BLACK SUMAC

(Well,'Mrs. Adair, I was going to talk to you a little bit more this

afternoon, and perhaps you can tell me a little bit about some herb

medicine. You mentioned that you knew some remedies for certain ailments.'

I would really appreciate it if you oculd relate some of those to us.)


